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0. Introduction 
Local cohomology of graded rings has been studied in the classical situation 
(locally closed support) by Goto and Watanabe [9], essentially in order to study pro- 
jective varieties through their associated graded algebras. On the other hand, a lot 
of information is known about local cohomology of ungraded rings, with arbitrary 
supports, cf. [3,4,7, 16, . ..I. Here local cohomology may be expressed as the derived 
functors of idempotent kernel functors associated to the supports one considers. 
The purpose of this note is to derive a similar set-up in the graded case. Our main 
result expresses the local cohomology groups of quasi coherent sheaves on Proj(R) 
with support in an arbitrary subset as the local cohomology groups of graded R- 
modules with respect to a suitable chosen idempotent kernel functor in R-gr, the 
category of graded R-modules. The main difficulties we will encounter are (i) that 
we do not necessarily assume R to be noetherian (hence certain ‘classical’ vanishing 
theorems do not apply) and (ii) that quasi coherent sheaves on Proj(R) and graded 
R-modules do not uniquely determine each other, essentially due to the fact that ‘the 
top’ R, = a,,>,, R, is missing in Proj(R). 
1. Background on graded localization 
1.1. Throughout, we denote by R a commutative, positively graded ring and by R-gr 
the category of graded R-modules. For generalities about graded rings and modules 
we refer to [12]. Let us, however, recall some of the details we used. If MER-~~ 
and if n is an integer, then we denote by M(n) the n th shifted version of M, i.e. M(n) 
coincides with M as an ungraded R-module and has gradation given by M(n), = 
M n+p for any integer p. 
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If G is an idempotent kernel functor in R-mod (in the sense of [8]), which has the 
property that aA4 is a graded R-submodule of M for any ME R-gr, then we call (7 
a graded idempotent kernel functor. It is then clear that CJ induces an idempotent 
kernel functor in R-gr, which we denote by og, or by 0 if no ambiguity arises. 
If T is an arbitrary idempotent kernel functor in R-gr and if M is a graded R- 
module, then we denote by L g(A4, t) the set of graded R-modules N of M, such that 
M/N is t-torsion. It is easy to verify for any integer n that XE (TM), if and only if 
Ix=0 for some ZEL~(R(-n), T). On the other hand, call an idempotent kernel 
functor 7 in R-gr rigid if it has the property that M(n) is r-torsion for any integer 
n, whenever A4 is. Clearly, any 5 = erg, induced by a graded idempotent kernel func- 
tor o in R-mod is rigid. If z is rigid, then it is completely determined by Lg(R, z). 
Indeed, this follows immediately from the fact that ZE Lg(R(-n), r) if and only if 
Z(~)E Lg(R, r), since in this case R(-n)/Z is T-torsion if and only if R/Z(n)= 
[R(-n)/Z](n) is ! 
1.2. Let T be an arbitrary idempotent kernel functor in R-gr and denote by Specg(R) 
the set of all graded prime ideals of R, then we may associate to r the subset Kg(t) 
of Specg(R), which consists of all PE Specg(R) with the property that r(R/P) = 0. 
If we assume 7 to be rigid, then it follows that Kg(r) is generically closed, in the 
sense that for any QE Specg(R) with Qc P for some PEK~(T), we have QEK~(T) 
as well. To see this, it suffices to verify that if PE Specg(R) and P$ Lg(R, t), then 
PEK”(T). Indeed, if r(R/P)#O, then we may find XE R, for some positive integer 
n, such that x#P and x=xmod PE r(R/P). But then Ix=0 for some ZE 
Lg(R(-n), (3) i.e. ZXCP, so ZC P, since P is a prime ideal of R and x$ P. It follows 
that Z(n) is a graded submodule of P, and since Z(n)eLg(R,o), as (7 is rigid, we 
thus get that PEL~(R,D), i.e. R/P is a-torsion. 
1.3. Conversely, let Y be a generically closed subset of Specg(R), then we may 
associate to it an idempotent kernel functor (To in R-gr by letting ME R-gr be tor- 
sion at oy if and only if Q:-,(M) = 0 for all PE Y. Here, Qi_p(M) denotes the 
graded localization of A4 at P, i.e. QjPp(A4) =S-‘M, where ,S=h(R - P), the 
homogeneous elements in R -P, and with the obvious gradation. It is then obvious 
that cry is rigid. Indeed, 
Qi_p(M)p= (S-‘M),= {m/s~S-‘M: m E/Z(M), deg(m) -deg(s) =p} 
for any PET?, so Q~~,,(M(n)),=Q~_.(M),+, and Q~_p(M)p=O if and only if 
Qj_p(M(n))p=O for all n. In particular, as pointed out before, oy is then com- 
pletely determined by its Gabriel filter Lg(R, oy). Let us call an idempotent kernel 
functor r in R-gr half-centered if Y= (sy for some generically closed subset YC 
Specg(R). One easily checks that this definition mimicks the ungraded analogue, 
defined in [6] and that it implies that Kg(r) = Y. Of course, the graded analogue of 
the notion of a well-centered idempotent kernel functor [6] may be introduced as 
well. We will not go into this here, however. 
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We say that r has gr-finite type if for all integers n and all ZeLg(R(n), r), we 
may find some finitely generated JE Lg(R(n), r), with JCZ. Of course, if r is rigid, 
then r has gr-finite type if and only if every ZE Lg(R, 7) contains a finitely generated 
.ZE Lg(R, 7). We then have 
1.4. Lemma. If 7 is a rigid idempotent kernel functor in R-gr, which has gr-finite 
type, then r is half-centered. 
Proof. Put Y= {P~spec~(R): r(R/P)=O}. We want to show that r=oy. Now, 
ZE L g(R, or) if and only if Qj_ .(R/I) = 0 for all PE Y and this is easily seen to be 
equivalent to V’/“(Z)tl Y= 0, where Vg(Z) is the set of all P E Spec”(R), with Z c P. 
We thus have to show that I$ Lg(R, 7) is equivalent to Vg(Z)O Yf0, i.e. to the 
existence of some PE Specg(R), with ZC P and P$ Lg(R, T), since both r and cry are 
determined by their Gabriel filters Lg. 
Let G denote the set of all graded ideals K>Z with K$ Lg(R, 7). Clearly, G is a 
non-empty, partially ordered set. Moreover, if 
K: K,cK2c...cK,,c... 
is a chain in G, then K= U K, is an upperbound for K. Indeed, K does not belong 
to Lg(R, 7), for otherwise K would contain some finitely generated K’E Lg(R, 7), 
which is then necessarily contained in some K,, , contradicting K,, $ L g(R, 7). Apply- 
ing Zorn’s Lemma we derive the existence of a maximal element in G; denote it by 
P. We claim that P is prime, thus finishing the proof. Pick a, b E h(R -P), then 
P+aR and P+ bR belong to Lg(R,7) (by the maximality of P!), hence so does 
(P+ aR)(P+ bR). But, since (P+ aR)(P+ bR)c P-t abR, it follows that ab $ P, since 
otherwise PE Lg(R, 7)! 0 
1.5. Note. If Y is a generically closed subset of Specg(R), then we have just in- 
dicated how we may associate to it a (rigid) idempotent kernel functor in R-gr, 
denoted by cry. On the other hand, Y is also a subset of Spec(R), but it is not 
necessarily generically closed in it. So, consider the generic closure Yof Yin Spec(R) 
and denote by ry the associated idempotent kernel functor in R-mod, or the induced 
one in R-gr. We claim that cry and ry coincide in R-gr. Indeed, a graded R-module 
A4 is r,-torsion if and only if Mp = 0 for all p = P, hence it certainly follows that 
Qipp(A4) = 0 for all PE Y, so M is ay-torsion. On the other hand, assume that M 
is oy-torsion, and let qc P; then, by definition, qc P for some PE Y. If reZ and 
m EM,., then we may find some t E h(R -P) with tm = 0, since Qi_ ,(M) = 0 by 
assumption. But, then also t E R - q, hence A4 is torsion at q as well. Since this holds 
for all qE f, this proves the assertion. 
1.6. The set Spec(R) of all prime ideals of R is endowed with the so-called Zariski 
topology, whose open sets are 
V(Z) = {PE Spec(R): ZC P), 
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where Z is a subset (or an ideal) of R. The open subsets of Spec(R) are the X(Z) = 
Spec(R)- V(Z). We denote by Proj(R) the subspace of Spec(R), consisting of all 
PE Specg(R), with R, Q @n,O R,, and endowed with the induced topology. In 
particular, the closed subsets of Proj(R) are the V+(Z) = V(Z)flProj(R), where Z 
may be chosen to be a graded ideal of R and the open subsets are the X+(Z) = 
Proj(R) - I’+(Z). 
Of course, Proj(R) may also be viewed as a subspace of Specg(R), similarly en- 
dowed with a Zariski topology (with corresponding open subsets Xg(Z) and closed 
subsets Vg(Z).) Obviously, in this set-up we have Proj(R) =Xg(R+)! 
Let us call a partition (r, F) of a topological X nice if T is closed under specializa- 
tion and (hence) F is closed under generization (or ‘generically closed’). 
1.7. Proposition. There is a one-to-one correspondence between nice partitions 
of Proj(R) and rigid half-centered idempotent kernel functors T in R-gr, with 
R, E L g(R, r). 
Proof. If T is as in the statement, then (Lg(R, r)nProj(R),Kg(s)) is a nice partition 
of Proj(R). Indeed, this follows from the remarks in 1.2 and the fact that Kg(r)C 
Pro.i(R), since R, E Lg(R, T). Moreover, if t’ is another idempotent kernel functor 
in R-gr, with similar properties and determining the same nice partition of Proj(R), 
then Kg(s) = Kg(?) and it follows that T = r’, since they are both half-centered. 
Conversely, every nice partition (T, F) of Proj(R) obviously determines a rigid idem- 
potent kernel functor T= oF in R-gr and clearly R, E Lg(R, r), since Kg(r) = 
FCProj(R). This finishes the proof. 0 
1.8. Note. If R, is finitely generated (e.g. if R is noetherian), then R, determines 
an idempotent kernel functor (TR, in R-mod by letting crR+A4 consist of all m EM 
with R:m = 0 for some positive integer n, and this for any R-module M. The hypo- 
thesis R, E Lg(R, r) then amounts to saying that r? a;+ in R-gr. In particular, if R 
is noetherian, then there is a one-to-one correspondence between nice partitions of 
Proj(R) and rigid idempotent kernel functors rloi+ in R-gr. 
1.9. Let us give an example. Assume RO = k, a field, then we claim that R, E Lg(R, T) 
for all rigid s#O. Indeed, in this case R is gr-local, i.e. R, is the unique graded 
maximal ideal of R, and obviously R, E Lg(R, 5). We thus find in this case that 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between nice partitions of Proj(R) and non- 
zero rigid half-centered idempotent kernel functors in R-gr. 
2. Sheaves and nice partitions 
2.1. For simplicity’s sake, we assume throughout R, to be generated by a finite 
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number of elements of degree 1. To any graded R-module A4, we may associate a 
sheaf of R-modules O,,, on Proj(R) such that for each open subset X+df) of 
Proj(R) with f homogeneous, we have r(X+(f), 0,) = MU, =: (MY),,. Here Mf is 
graded by letting (IV/)~ consist of all m/f r, where m is homogeneous in M, where 
r is a positive integer and where deg(m)=rdeg(f) =p. It follows that the stalks of 
0, are given by 0, p = +,= Qi_&V)e, for any PeProj(R). Of course, 0, is 
then a sheaf of rings and each 0, is a sheaf of OR-modules on Proj(R). Note also 
that if f is homogeneous of strictly positive degree, then there is an isomorphism 
(X+cf), 0, j X+(f 1) s (Spec(& M7f)h 
where M7f) is the quasi coherent sheaf on Spec(R&, canonically attached to Mtn. 
In particular, X+(J) is an open subscheme of Proj(R) and since these glue together 
well, Proj(R) is a (separated) scheme. 
2.2. One easily verifies that the sheaves 0, are quasi coherent. 
Conversely, one may prove that every quasi coherent sheaf of OR-modules on 
Proj(R) is of the form 0, for some graded R-module M. In contrast with the 
affine case, this module is not uniquely determined, however. Indeed, if we let 
N(n) = NO OR(@, where N is a sheaf of OR-modules and n an integer, and if we 
define 
T,(Proj(R), N) = @ T(Proj(R), N(n)) 
nez 
resp. T*(M) = T,(Proj(R), 0,) for any ME R-gr, then one may prove that OTecN) =:N 
for any quasi coherent sheaf N, hence in particular that OM~Or,CMj for any 
MER-gr. It easily follows that O,,,,= ON if and only if T,(M) =T,(N). 
2.3. For any finitely generated graded ideal I of R, we denote by Qlg the graded 
localization at of in R-gr, i.e. for any ME R-gr we have Q;(M) = Q,(M) as un- 
graded R-module and 
Q;(M), = 1% HOMR (I”, M/alM), , 
where HOM,(-, -)[ is the additive group of degree t homogeneous R-linear maps. 
With these conventions, it has been proved in [19], for noetherian R, that 
T,(M) = Q;+(M) for any ME R-gr. In particular, it follows that there is a one-to- 
one correspondence between the category of quasi coherent sheaves of O,-modules 
on Proj(R) and the category (R, Proj(R) = @(a,+))-gr, the quotient category of R-gr 
by the Serre subcategory of all CR+ -torsion graded R-modules, i.e. all MER-gr 
such that Q:_,(M) =0 for all P~proj(R). 
2.4. More generally, consider a nice partition (T,F) of Proj(R) and assume that the 
associated idempotent kernel functor ai in R-gr has gr-finite type. Define 
r*(F, M) = @ UF, O&n)), 
nez 
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where ZJF, N) = r(F, i-‘N) for any sheaf of OR-modules on Proj(R), and where 
i : F-t Proj(R) denotes the canonical inclusion. In particular 
T,(Proj(R), M) = T,(M). 
Denote by Q; the localization functor at c$ in R-gr, then we want to show that 
Q;(M) =T*(F, M), thus generalizing the previous results. 
We need some preparations first. Define L as the filter of ideals J of R such that 
ZCJ for some ZE Lg(R, oF); then L is easily verified to be a Gabriel topology for 
R-mod, so L defines an idempotent kernel functor T = rF in R-mod, with L(r) = L. 
Note that K(T) is in general larger than F or even its generic closure E in Spec(R), 
since it is not difficult to check that p belongs to K(T) if and only if pg E F, where 
pg is the largest graded (prime!) ideal of R contained in p. Obviously, T and C$ 
coincide on graded R-modules. Moreover, if MER-gr, then Q;(M) and Q,(M) 
coincide as ungraded R-modules, since Lg(R, oF) is cofinal in L(T) and since 
HOMR (Z, M/$M) = Horn, (Z, M/TM), 
for any finitely generated graded ideal Z of R, the above localizations being the 
inductive limits for varying Z of these homomorphism sets! So, finally: 
2.5. Proposition. With these notations, there is a canonical isomorphism 
rz+z(F, M) = Q$W. 
Proof. Since Q,$V(n))= Q,$(ZV)(n), it clearly suffices to verify that r(F, 0,) = 
Q,%M)o. Now, this follows essentially from [20, (5.24)]. Indeed, let {fi, . . . , f, > be a 
set of homogeneous, degree one generators of R,, then the family {X+(&): 1 I is n} 
is an open affine covering of Proj(R). It follows that there is an exact sequence of 
the form 
(*) 0 -+ Z(E 0,) + @ Z(FnX+(fi), 0,) -+ @ Z(FnX+df;&), 0,). 
i i 
On the other hand, we claim that K(r)c U;Xcfi) =X(R+)C Spec(R). Indeed, it 
suffices to check that R, E L(T), for then (TR, I r and K(s)CK(aR+) =X(R+), in- 
deed. Now, if R, @L(r), then R, is contained in some ideal p of R, which is 
maximal with respect to the property of not being contained in L(r), (since r has 
finite type in R-mod, cf. [13]) and this p is then necessarily prime. But then R, Cpg 
as well, and since pg E F, as p E K(t), this contradicts FC Proj(R). This proves the 
assertion. Denote by Q,; resp. Qr,;,j the localization at the idempotent kernel func- 
tor in R-mod associated to the generically closed subset K(t)nXdf;) resp. K(r)n 
Xcf~) of Spec(R). From lot. cit. we then deduce an exact sequence 
O+ Q,(M) + @ Q,;(M) + @ Q,;,,(M)- 
But Q,(M) = Q;(M) (as ungraded R-modules) and similarly 
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resp. Q, &14) = Q,(MJfi) = Q,$(MJf,). So, the above exact sequence may be veri- 
fied to be an exact sequence of graded R-modules, and taking parts of degree zero 
yields 
(**) 0 + Q:W% -+ @ Q;W-,>o + @ Q;W-f,fi)o- 
To finish the proof, it thus suffices to check that 
Z-(FnX+df), 0,) = Q;@$)o, 
for all f E R, . Now, X+df) is isomorphic to Spec(R&, and under this isomorphism 
E’f~X+df) corresponds to a generically closed subset F(f) of Spec(R&, which 
determines an idempotent kernel functor ru) in Rcfj-mod and hence in Rr-gr. But 
then (again from loc.cit.) it follows that 
Now, Q;WJ = Q&, (&If), where r’(J) is induced by cri in Rf-gr. So, to con- 
clude, let us show that ~(f)=?(j). 
Now, PeKg(rCf)) if and only if rCf)(Rf/P) =O, i.e. (Rf/P),#O for some 
QEF~~), where Q= (qRf)o for some qeFnX+Cf). From this one deduces that 
PC qRf, essentially because every graded ideal I of Rf is completely determined by 
IO< RCn (as l=IoRf), and conversely. 
Similarly, P belongs to K,(s’cf)) if P=pRf for some pczX+(f) and if 
s’cf)(Rf/pRf) =ai(Rf/pRf)=O. But this is equivalent to the existence of some 
qeF such that Qi_,(Rf/pRf)#O, i.e. to pcq. But, by the foregoing, this is ex- 
actly the same as saying that PEK~(T(J)). Since both 7(f) and r’(j) are rigid, this 
proves that t(J) = r’(J), indeed. 0 
2.6. Corollary. Let I be a finitely generated graded ideal of R and M a graded 
R-module, then T(X+(I), 0,) = Quip. 
Proof. With F=X+(Z), this follows immediately from the foregoing result. How- 
ever, one may also argue directly as follows. Let {f, : i = 1, . . . , n} be a finite family 
of generators for I, then from [20] we know that there is an exact sequence in R-gr 
where all maps are the obvious ones - indeed, one easily verifies the corresponding 
maps in [20] to be graded. Since the {X+U;): i = 1, . . . , n} cover X+(Z) and since 0, 
is a sheaf, there is an exact sequence 
(**) 0 -+ Z(X+(Z), 0,) + 0 Z-(X+(fi), 0,) -+ 0 Z-(X,tifj)I 0,). 
Finally, since T(X+(g), 0,) = Mrs, for every g E h(R), comparing (**) and the exact 
sequence obtained from (*) by taking parts of degree 0, immediately yields the asser- 
tion. 0 
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2.7. Corollary. If R is noetherian and E is injective in R-gr, then the sheaf 0, is 
flabby. 
Proof. Since T(X+(Z), OE) = Q;(E), and since (as ungraded modules) 
Q;(E) = Q,(E)(f)19 Horn, (I”, E) = 15 HOMR (I”, E) 
(when the noetherian hypothesis is used to deduce (e)!), clearly the obvious maps 
Q;(E) + Q;(E) for X+(Z)cX+(.Z) are surjective. q 
We will now prove that this result may be generalized to the non-noetherian case. 
Let us call the graded ring R F-noetherian if Q;(R) is a noetherian object in 
(R, F)-gr. It then follows in particular that o$ is of gr-finite type. 
2.8. Proposition. Zf R is F-noetherian and E is injective in (R, F)-gr, then the sheaf 
0, is flabby. 
Proof. Let us argue as in [20]. If Z is a graded ideal of R, then we write T,-E for 
Z(X+(Z), 0,). Since R is F-noetherian, we may find a finitely generated graded R- 
ideal JcZ such that Z/J is $-torsion. Cover X+(Z) with open affines X+(&), where 
{f,: a EA} is a set of homogeneous generators for I. It follows that there is an 
exact sequence 
On the other hand, the X+(&)nX+(J) and since X+df,)flX+(J) =X+(Jf,), we 
get r(X+(f,)nX+(J), 0,) = Q&a(E) = Qlp@“J ( re d uce to the non-graded case and 
apply results on compatibility in [20]), so we also get an exact sequence 
0 -+ QJWO -+ ; QJ(EJ)o + pb QJ@&,)o 
(since we may apply Corollary 2.6, as J is finitely generated!). 
We now claim that TIE=QT(E)o. To prove this, it is sufficient to show that 
Q,P(Ef,)o = E(J,), or Qj(EJ = E f, 9 since the maps in the above exact sequences are 
compatible. But, since E belongs to (R, F)-gr, one easily checks that Qi(E,) = Efu 
and QF(QJp(Er,)) = Qj(Ef,), hence it suffices to verify that for each PEK~(D~) = F, 
the obvious map 
is an isomorphism. But, this follows exactly as in [21, Lemma 91. Indeed, if we let 
T denote Ker(u) or Coker(u) and if XE h(T), then J”x= 0 for some positive integer 
n, since Tis obviously a,-torsion. Since Z/Jis o%-torsion, ZnQi_p(R)=JnQi_p(R), 
so Z”x=O as well. Hence f,“x=O in the Q~_p(R~D)=Q~_P(R)~O-module T, i.e. 
x = 0 and T= 0, indeed. 
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To finish the proof, use the lemma below, which asserts that $E is injective in 
(R,F)-gr as well (since crJ” induces an idempotent kernel functor in (R,F)-gr, due to 
the fact that uJ”Q~ = Q:oJ”, as one easily verifies!). But then Q;(E) = Qf(E/aTE) = 
E/ajE, since E/ajE is injective in (R, F)-gr too, as afE is a direct summand of E 
in R-gr and (R, F)-gr. Hence the localizing morphism E-+ Q,“(E) reduces to the 
quotient map E -+ E/o-E, which is surjective, indeed. 0 
2.9. Lemma. If the graded ring R is F-noetherian and E is injective in (R, F)-gr, then 
for any rigid idempotent kernel functor 5 in (R, F)-gr, the module SE is injective in 
(R, F)-gr, as well. 
Proof. Assume that R is generated over R, by the elements f,, . . . , f, of degree 1 
and select one of these, say f. Denote by (Rf,R)-gr the subcategory of Rf-gr con- 
sisting of all F-closed graded Rf-modules. We claim that Ef is injective in (Rf, F)-gr. 
Indeed, since degu) = 1, obviously Rf is strongly graded, in the sense that 
(Rf)m (Rf)n = (Rf)m + n for all integers rn,n, so the categories Rf-gr and (Rf)o-mod 
are equivalent, cf. [12]. 
Since RV,=(RS)o is a generator for (Rf)O-mod, it follows that Rf is a generator 
for Rf-gr, hence that QF(Rf) = Q:(R)f is a generator for (Rf, F)-gr. Any subobject 
I of Q:(R)/ in (Rf, F)-gr induces a morphism 
HomR,,AQ#d E’) + HomR,,,(l, EF), 
and we have to prove this to be surjective. We may assume without any restriction 
I to be of the form Q:(Jf) for some graded ideal J of R. It is obvious that 
HomRl-g,(Qj?(R~), E’) = HomR,,(Q~(W, E)f (=Ef9. 
On the other hand, 
Hem,,.& Ef) = Horn,,-s&Q;&), E’) = HomRi-sr(+, E’) 
where the identity (*) holds because F is F-noetherian, hence J may be replaced by 
some finitely presented graded R-ideal in the corresponding Horn-sets. Finally, the 
above map thus reduces to 
which is surjective, since E is injective in (R, F)-gr. 
In the category equivalence Rf-gr = Rcn- mod, the module Ef corresponds to Ecn 
and 0; resp. T to idempotent kernel functors a0 resp. r0 in Rcf,-mod. Since the quo- 
tient categories (Rf, F)-gr and (R (f), a&mod correspond, clearly Ecn is injective in 
(R(f), q,)-mod and since Rf is easily seen to be F-noetherian in Rf-gr, obviously Rcn 
is ae-noetherian. But then a result in [2] says that TOES, is injective in (RCr,, a&mod 
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as well. Since T~Z$~=(TE~)~ in the above correspondence, we thus obtain that 
r(EJ) = (rE)f is injective in (Rf, F)-gr. 
To conclude, we want to show that any morphism Z-t zE, with Z a subobject of 
some Q,(R)(n) in (R,F)-gr, extends to Q,(R)(n). Now, any morphism I-+ tE cor- 
responds to I(-n) + (zE)(-n) and (sE)(-n)= r(E(-n)), since r is rigid. Moreover, 
since E is injective in (R,F)-gr, so is E(-n). It follows that we may as well assume 
that n = 0. Let ZC Q&R) in (R, F)-gr, say with Z= QF(J) for some JC R in R-gr. 
Since R is F-noetherian, for any f = f,, . . . , f, we have 
Hom,_,,(Z, TE)~= Hom,,,(J, T-E),= HomR_&Zf, TE), 
so the inclusion JC R yields for any f =fi, . . . , f, a surjective map 
HomR,,(QdR), Wp HomR.,,V, .s&. 
Finally, it remains to verify that Horn,.&, TE) = Hom,,,(J, TE) is a:+-closed. 
We may again assume J to be finitely presented (since R is F-noetherian), i.e. it fits 
in an exact sequence 
R”+R”+ J-+0. 
This induces 
0 -+ Horn,.&, E) + Horn,.,,,,, n, rE) -+ HomR,,(R m, tE), 
where the last two terms are a;+- closed. Hence so is the first term, and this 
finishes the proof. 0 
3. Local cohomology 
3.1. Let o be an idempotent kernel functor in R-gr. The local cohomology functors 
associated with cr are the derived functors of o, i.e. H,“=R”a. For any graded 
R-module M, we call Hi(M) the nth graded cohomology module of M with 
respect to o. To calculate Hi(M), one considers an arbitrary injective resolution 
O-M-,E,p(M)-tE,p(M)-tE,p(M)+.. 
of M in R-gr and then Hi(M) is the nth cohomology module of the complex 
0 + DE;(M) + DE:(M) + GE;(M) -+ ... . 
It is easily verified that this definition is independent of the chosen injective resolu- 
tion of M in R-gr. Standard arguments from homological algebra show that for any 
short exact sequence of graded R-modules 
O+M’-+M+M”-+O 
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we may derive a long exact sequence 
0 --+ H,(M) --t H,(M) --t H,(M”) --f H&%4’) -+ . . . 
~H,--(M”)-tH,((M’)~H,((M)-tH,“(M”)-, .**. 
Since o is left exact, Hi = 0. Moreover, since T, is closed under taking submodules 
and quotient modules it follows that H,“(M) belongs to T, for all positive integers n. 
3.2. Proposition. Let u be a rigid idempotent kernel functor in R-gr. For any 
positive integer n, the functors Hi and l~ml~LpCR,aj EXT”(R/I, -) are naturally 
equivalent. 
Proof. We plan to apply [15, (5.2.13)] to the left exact functor o. It is clear that 
(19 EXT”(R/I, -)} is an exact a-functor. Furthermore, l&r EXT”(R/I, E) = 0 for 
any injective graded module E, so it is sufficient to verify that {li,m EXT”(R/Z, -)} 
is a Sfunctor over 0, i.e. IiT HOM(R/I, -) = r~ (up to natural equivalence), but this 
is fairly obvious. 0 
If M is a graded R-module, we denote by iM the ungraded R-module induced by 
M, i.e. the image of M under the forgetful functor R-gr -+ R-mod. We then have 
3.3. Corollary. Let o be a rigid idempotent kernel functor in R-gr induced by the 
graded kernel functor TV in R-mod, then 
iH,“(M) = Hz(iM) 
for all ME R-gr. 
Proof. This follows by 
i(H,“(M)) = i 
i 
15 EXT”(R/Z, M) 
I 
= 15 i(EXT”(R/Z,M)) 
IsL’(R,o) IEL~(R,u) 
= lim Ext”(R/I, i(M)) = H,“(iM). q 
I.5 L(a) 
3.4. A graded R-module M is said to have gr-o-dominant dimension rn if there 
exists a (minimal) injective resolution of M in R-gr 
O-M-tE,p(M)-tE,g(M)j...-tE,p(M)-,... 
whose first n terms are o-torsionfree. Denote the graded a-dominant dimension of 
M thus defined by gr-a-dom dim(M), hence gr-o-dom dim(M) E N U {co}. We then 
have 
3.5. Proposition. Let CJ be an idempotent kernel functor in R-gr, then gr-a- 
dom dim(M) 2 n if and only if HA(M) = 0 for i< n, for all ME R-gr. 
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Proof. This is a mere modification of the proof of the analogous statement in the 
ungraded case, cf. 141. 0 
3.6. Corollary. Let o be a rigid idempotent kernel functor in R-gr, induced by the 
graded kernel functor u in R-mod, then 
gr-o-dom dim(M) = o-dom dim(M). 
Proof. The result follows from Proposition 3.2, 3.5 and from [4, Theorem 11. 0 
Further properties of this grade a-dominant dimension and its relation to other, 
classical dimensions will be dealt with elsewhere. 
3.7. Let us now introduce a geometric version of this graded local cohomology. 
Consider a nice partition (T,F) of Proj(r). We denote by YF(R) the full sub- 
category of Y(R) (the category of sheaves of OR-modules on Proj(R)) consisting of 
all sheaves of O,-modules E on Proj(R) with the property that Supp(E)c T. The 
embedding iT : 9$(R) -+ B(R) possesses a right adjoint r, : Y(R) + Y,(R), which 
associates to any E E B(R) the largest subsheaf of E, which belongs to 9+(R), given 
by U-r,,“(U,E/U) for any open subset U of Proj(R), where r,,-,~(U,E/U) 
consists of all s E r( U, E) with s, = 0 for x E Tfl U. 
3.8. Proposition. If R is noetherian, then r,O,= O,;M for any ME R-gr. 
Proof. This follows immediately from [21, Lemma 41 if one first verifies that our 
assumptions imply Proj(R) to be locally F-noetherian, in the sense of lot. cit. How- 
ever, we may give a direct proof as follows. 
It is clearly sufficient to verify that r,O, and O,:,., coincide on any open sub- 
set of Proj(R) of the form X+(J), fe h(R). Now, 
r(X+(f), O,:,,,) = Q:(M)(~) = (o;(M)~)~ = o;(M~)~. 
On the other hand, s~T(X+df),r~O~) if and only if SEMIS) =T(X+df), 0,) and 
scp)=O for all PE TnX+(f), where stp) is the image of s in Mcp,. But, since the 
diagram below commutes, 
M - Q;-P(M) 
ti------ tp 
it follows that s,=O for all PE TnX+(f), i.e. s~(oj(M~))~, which proves the 
assertion. 0 
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3.9. We denote the right derived functors of l-r by Hi (ilO>. More generally, if 
T’c T, then we put I-,,, E =T,E/TrE and this defines the functor rr,, with right 
derived functors HklT’ = R iry/T,. 
From [14] it follows that there are isomorphisms H;(,+H$+’ (i? l), where 
X=Proj(R), and that there is an exact sequence 
(*I 
for any EEL. Here both HiE and T,E belong to J+(R), hencejE is a so-called 
T-isomorphism in the sense of [14]. If we denote by CIX,r the functor H;,7H&, 
then one may show that any T-isomorphism u : E -+ F in B(R) induces an isomor- 
phism Cl,,,(u) : Cl,,,(E) + Cl,,(F). 
3.10. Proposition. If R is F-noetherian, then Cl&O,) = Op(M) for any ME R-gr. 
Proof. Note that this is a more precise statement than [2, Proposition lo], but the 
proof is rather similar. Start from the exact sequence 
where T is $-torsion. Applying 0 yields an exact sequence 
0 + OofM -‘O,-OQ;(M)+OT-+O 
and since O,;, and Or belong to P,(R) by Proposition 3.8, u is a T-isomorphism. 
So u induces an isomorphism Clx,r(O,)=C1 X,T(ON), where N=Q,$(M). We 
claim that CIX,r(O,) = O,,,. To show this, embed N in an injective E E (R, F)-gr, 
then obviously the quotient E/N (in R-gr) is o,$-torsionfree, so we get an inclusion 
(derived from the exact sequence 0 +N-*E+E/N-+O). Now, 0, is flabby by 
Proposition 2.8, hence T’,-acyclic (by [14] or [21]), so HiO,=O and we find that 
HiO,,,= 0, as well. But then ON3 Hi,TON~ H$,THi,70N (through jo& !), which 
finishes the proof. 0 
Second proof (without using 2.8!). Choose f E h(R), then 
Cl,,,(%) I x+(f) = Cl x+(f)/~fu,(f)(~h 1 x+cf)) = CISpec(R,,,)/To,(MrTf)), 
where Ttn corresponds to TnX+Cf)CX+(f) in Spec(R&. On the other hand, with 
notations as in [21], Qr(OiM) IX+(f) =(QT,,,(Muj))-, so, to finish, it suffices to 
verify that Rcr, is TcJ)-noetherian and to apply [20, Proposition lo]. But, since 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between graded ideals of Rr and ideals of 
Rcn, this is equivalent to RJ being Tf= TnX+Cf)-noetherian in Rf-gr. Now, pick 
an ideal (graded!) of Rf, then it is of the form Tf for some ideal I of R, which is 
or-finitely generated, as R is assumed to be T-noetherian. So there exists a finitely 
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generated JC Z such that Qi _ .(Z/J) = 0 for all PE F. It follows that Qi_p(Zf/Jf) = 
Qi_,((Z/.Z)f) = Ql_p(Z/J)f=O, for all PE 7’nX+Cf), hence Zf is a,,-finitely gener- 
ated, as Jr is finitely generated in Rf. This finishes the proof. 
3.11. Example. With T=0 (or F=X=Proj(R)=X+(R+)) we find that CIX,eOM= 
O@ K (,il)’ 
3.12. Let us call (T, F) stable (or gr-stable, if ambiguity may arise!) if the class of 
a,-torsion graded R-modules is closed under taking injective hulls in R-gr. We 
claim that every nice partition is stable if the graded ring R is noetherian. Indeed, 
let r = gF and let ME R-gr be r-torsion. 
Denote by E an injective hull in R-gr, then, in order to show that E is T-torsion, 
it clearly suffices to verify that F= rE is injective as well. So, choose an arbitrary 
morphism f: L + R in R-gr, where L is a graded R-submodule of R(n) for some in- 
teger n. Since R(n) is finitely generated (by 1 E R(n)_,!) over R, clearly L is finitely 
generated, so for some ZeLg(R(n),t), we get Zf(L)=O, i.e. f(L)CAnn,(Z) or, 
more precisely, f(L)C Ann,(Z(-n)), if we consider the graded R-action on E. 
From the Artin-Rees Lemma, we deduce that ZPnLCZL within R(n) (i.e. 
Z(-n)PnL(-n)CZ(-n)L(-n), within the graded ring R), and of course ZPnLC 
Ker(f), so f factorizes through L/ZpnL. We thus have a diagram of the form 
o+ L/zpnL -+ R(n)/ZP= (R/Z(-r~)~)(rz) 
1 
AnnEZ(-n)P 
Since Ann,Z(-n)P is injective in RN(-n)P-gr, the map f extends to 
g : R(n)/ZP -+ AnnE(Z(-n)P), 
so 
g:R(n)+R(n)/ZP~Ann,Z(-n)PCF 
extends f. This proves the assertion. 
For any ME R-gr, let H~A4=(RiaF)(M)=H&(M), then we have 
3.13. Proposition. Zf the nicepartition (T, F) of Proj(R) is stable and R F-noetherian, 
then HWM = O,;, for any M E R-gr. 
Proof. Applying the exactness of 0 and an obvious devisage argument, it clearly 
suffices to verify this for i= 1. Let M=&?/a,M, then from the exactness of 
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where K is o,--torsion, we deduce an exact sequence 
O=aFQ;(M)+a,K=K+H;lii+H;Q;(M)+-.. 
Now, we claim that HiQi(M) = 0, as well. Indeed, if E is an injective hull of 
Q:(M) in R-gr, then E belongs to (RF)-gr, as it is obviously o$torsionfree (and 
injective), hence ‘a:-closed’. But then it is easy to verify that E/Q:(M) is DE- 
torsionfree as well. We may thus pick a o:-torsionfree injective resolution for 
Q;(M), and this resolution may be used to calculate the H+Q;(M), which there- 
fore vanish for i> 1. 
So, K= H)lii. On the other hand, the exact sequence 
O~a;M-tM-*A+O 
yields 
... + H;(o;M) -+ H;M-t H$f-t H;(a;M) + ... . 
We now claim that Hk(aiM) = 0 for i> 1. Indeed, this follows immediately from 
the fact that the partition (T,F) is stable for all terms in a minimal injective resolu- 
tion of a:M in R-gr are now o,-torsion. 
We thus have verified that there is an exact sequence: 
O+a;M-tM-tQ;(M)-tH;M-tO 
hence (by applying 0), 
O-O~~M=rTO~~O~-$OQ~(M)~OH~M~O. 
To finish the proof, it suffices to verify that H&OiM=OP;(,+,,) (which is stronger 
than Proposition 3.10!) and to compare the above exact sequence with (*) in 3.9. 
Since M may always be viewed as the kernel of some morphism E + F, where E, F 
are injective in R-gr, it clearly suffices to verify this for M injective in R-gr, as 
Hi,,0 and OQ; are left exact. Since (T F) is stable and since HiM= 0, if M is 
injective, we get 
O-Q;MAMr-tQ;(M)+O 
and this sequence splits, since the stability of (r, F) implies that o;M is injective as 
well. In particular, there exists j: Q:(M) +M such that pj= id. Applying HiIT 
yields 
7 
where fi = (Hg,, O)(p), etc. Now i> =Fj =pi so fi is surjective, hence Hi,TO,,,,= 
H;,TO~;(M~ = H:,,Cl,,O,= Cl,,,O, = C&,;(M)! q 
This result may be viewed as a geometric realization of the graded local cohomo- 
logy modules introduced at the beginning of this section. 
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